Question 2 Response: Lower Speed Limit
18 respondents mentioned this solution.
100.00% were for lowering the speed limit, and 0.00% were against this solution.
For
Lower speed around the lake or block off part of the lake in
areas so the traffic would not be able to circle the entire lake.
10-15moh with police patrol
Lower the speed limit, add speed humps, include automatic
radar detectors that alert drivers to their speed.
Provide clear signage at the road fronts accessing LMD
notifying drivers that they are entering a protected Bird
Sanctuary (I believe very few actually know that it IS indeed a
bird sanctuary) & to reduce speeds to 20 mph with flashing
lights as utilized in school zones.
Lower speed limit, more signs saying to stop for swans and
birds in the road. Signs when entering from side streets
I feel as though lowering the speed and then strictly enforcing
it intermittently would help get the word out that drivers
around Lake Morton need to be focused.
Lower speed limit, Mark a center line on the road. Perhaps put
in some stop signs.
Fine them double ,,,make speed limit down to 15 mph,,,like a
school zone with hazard lights going off like a motion detector
Fine anyone who throws bread from their car (happens a lot,
and attracts birds to the street). Put the radar speed things up
quarterly. Reduce speed limit to 20 instead of 25 and write
tickets.
With a low speed limit, hopefully, drivers wishing to drive
faster will pick a different route.
The 25 m.p.h. speed limit is too fast for this area. Suggest 15.
And enforce it!
make it to where they are FORCED to slow down or even as far
as stop.
Lowering the speed limit should bring better attention and
instead of making limit 20, place signage 18 MPH and have sm
image of swans on sign. Many tourist areas post the odd limits
to attract driver attention. We expect 20, 25, 55, 70; but not
18, 22, 68 etc.
Speed bumps, lower speed limit
Signage. The lowered speed limit is a good start.
Add traffic calming and reduced speed limits to Lake
Hollingsworth Drive PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE

Against

For
Traffic calming zones and Enforcement enforcement
enforcement and reduction in speed limits. Current Speed
limits are not enforced. it would be a victory for Lakeland if
we could be considered pedestrian friendly both in Morton
and Hollingsworth but the city refuses to take a serious look at
making material and meaningful changes to these areas.
These areas should be redesigned and traffic calming zones
are key. The department though granting these refuses to
allow it for various reasons. This issue of traffic calming is one
That is a city wide request and concern of its citizens.
Perhaps someone at the city can research the effective
alternatives successfully implemented elsewhere ?
Reduce the access to Lake Morton Drive by making it, in
effect, local traffic only with parking for residents and
sanctuary visitors. Speed around the sanctuary should be
limited to 15 mph due to pedestrians and birds sharing the
drive. Drivers' eyes will be directed toward the lake side as
they make their way around if the direction for all traffic is
counterclockwise and there is no oncoming traffic.
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